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**RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS**

Similarity checking of source code module, required a long process if it is done manually. Based on that problem, this research designed a software with structure-based approach using string matching technique with Running Karp-Rabin Greedy String Tiling (RKR-GST) Algorithm to check the similarity and using Dice Coefficient method to measure the level of similarity from 2 results source code modules. The result of the experiments show that RKRGST which applied in this system capable of recognizing the changing of statement and the changing statement order, and be able to recognize the syntax procedure testing that has been taken from its comparison module. Modification by adding the comment on source code module and changing of procedure name which is called in body of procedure can also be recognized by system. Processing time needed to produce output depends on the number of program code row that contained in source code module.

**RESEARCH OBJECTIVES**

The Source Code module that has been uploaded into the system will proceed to preprocessing process. Preprocessing stage will cover scanning and parser in order to gain syntax procedure, the next process for each syntax procedure, will need to be filtered; the variable, stop word and punctuation filtering, then case folding process is being held by changing all of the character exist in syntax procedure into smaller character. All syntax procedure that has pass preprocessing process will be check based on their syntax procedure similarity existing in source code module and then compare using RKRGST Algorithm. After similarity check has been done, procedure / function / method with similarity will appear, then similarity percentage will be counted base on Dice’s Coefficient method.

**METHODS**

Two main approach have been used in source code plagiarism; attribute-counting dan structure-based (1). Early generation plagiarism source code detection is using attribute counting, after that various attribute-counting method appear, for example using operator counting and operands by Halstead (2), cyclomatic complexity method by McCabe (3) to measure control flow program by counting the number of execution path (). Attribute-counting method, can’t describe program structure well enough to distinguish source code plagiarism result and source code that is not the result of plagiarism (5). Then structure based method is developed to describe better structure program and resulting in a more complex modification checking.
In the design system, a procedure is considered to have similarity if the marked string number reaching greater than or equal to detected sensitivity values that has been determined by application user.

### Table 1. Handling of Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type Modifikasi</th>
<th>How to Handle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Change the name procedure / function / method</td>
<td>Ignore the procedure / function / method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Change the name of variable</td>
<td>Ignore the variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Change the data type variable with oder data type</td>
<td>Ignore all data type variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Change or adding comment</td>
<td>Ignore all comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Change the call of procedure with changing the procedure name called</td>
<td>Ignore call a procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Change order statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Partial duplicate source code or partial duplicate some procedure contents</td>
<td>RKRGST Algorithm able to find the same parts, without being affected by the position of the substring position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS
RKRGST Algorithm that has been implemented in this system proven to be able to handle statement order change and statement change that has been done, and able to handle syntax from test procedure taken from same of the module comparison.
Modification by adding comment in module source code and modification of name changing procedure that has been called in the body procedure, proven eligible to be handled by the system.
Filtering variable parameter that has been implemented in the checking process able to manage the possibility of variable name changing and data type changing along with it.
The more row code program exist in the source code module, will result in longer time process needed by the system to produce output.

FINDINGS
Running Karp-Rabin Greedy String Tiling is a string matching algorithm, can be used for similarity checking source code program with the steps described in the system flowchart.
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